TEACH FOR HAITi

ANSEYE POU AYITI: 2015 HIGHLIGHTS
Anseye Pou Ayiti's first cohort of teacher leaders started their life-changing, two-year fellowship in 2015.
We are grateful for the collective leadership movement taking shape. Transformation is possible—our
cohort members and their students are leading the way, rooted in respect and love for community.
Anseye Pou Ayiti aims to expand our programming to 250 teachers and impact the lives of over 16,000
students within 5 years. We are in this together—and together, we will succeed.
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Number of students whose trajectory
is directly impacted by APA cohort
members during the 2015-2016
school year
Number of eligible applications
submitted for 2015 cohort

Number of teacher leaders in
2015 cohort, leading the way to a
new approach in Haiti

Number of APA partner schools,
all facing difficulty attracting and
retaining high-quality teachers

Number of communes where APA
partner schools are located
(all outside capital city of
Port-au-Prince)
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BEYOND THE NUMBERS
Local school directors and external teacher
trainers ask to participate in APA leadership
training.
APA is working in partnership with six local
organizations to strengthen quality
education initiatives, including new initiative
to increase number of teacher coaches
across Haiti
APA student engagement songs are now
spreading across our partner schools and
communities.
Our 2015 cohort members are repeatedly
asked to share strategies and techniques
with their fellow teachers at our partner
schools.
NEWS AND RECOGNITION
Echoing Green Global Fellowship, selected
as one of top global social innovations in
2014
Official partner in the global education
network Teach For All
Profiled by Center for Education
Innovations
National Association of Haitian
Professionals' Haitian Leaders Spotlight

DATA
PARTNER

Partnered with Dimagi, Inc. to
launch mobile app to help coach
and monitor progress of teacher
leaders and students

For its upcoming campaign, Teach For All
has selected success stories from APA
teacher leaders’ classrooms highlighting
efforts to develop their students’ leadership.
CEO selected for Forbes list of "30 Under 30
Social Entrepreneurs" for 2016.
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